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Abstract

The high latitude, lobe regions of the magnetosphere are often assumed to contain cool, low energy plasma populations.

However, during periods of northward IMF, energetic plasma populations have occasionally been observed. We present three

cases when Cluster observed uncharacteristically \say{hot} plasma populations in the lobe. For two of the three events, we

present simultaneous observations of the plasma sheet observed by Double Star. The similarity between the plasma in the lobe

and the plasma sheet suggests that the mechanism that produces plasma at high latitudes is likely to be tail reconnection,

resulting in a trapped \say{wedge} of closed flux about the noon-midnight meridian. Complementary images from IMAGE and

DMSP/SSUSI show that transpolar arcs, which form in each event in at least one hemisphere, directly intersect the footprint

of the Cluster spacecraft in all three events. The intersection of the Cluster footprint with the transpolar arcs is synchronous

with the observation of the energetic plasma populations in the lobe. This further supports the conclusion that it is likely this

energetic plasma observed in the high latitude lobe regions of magnetosphere is on closed field lines.
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Key Points:5

• Cluster observations of plasma in the lobe are directly comparable to the simul-6

taneous energies observed in the plasma sheet by Double Star.7

• Plasma observations suggest that tail reconnection is the cause for the presence8

of energetic plasma in the high latitude magnetosphere.9

• Imaging spacecraft support previous findings which show an association between10

transpolar arcs and energetic plasma observed in the lobe.11
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Abstract12

The high latitude, lobe regions of the magnetosphere are often assumed to contain cool,13

low energy plasma populations. However, during periods of northward IMF, energetic14

plasma populations have occasionally been observed. We present three cases when Clus-15

ter observed uncharacteristically “hot” plasma populations in the lobe. For two of the16

three events, we present simultaneous observations of the plasma sheet observed by Dou-17

ble Star. The similarity between the plasma in the lobe and the plasma sheet suggests18

that the mechanism that produces plasma at high latitudes is likely to be tail reconnec-19

tion, resulting in a trapped “wedge” of closed flux about the noon-midnight meridian.20

Complementary images from IMAGE and DMSP/SSUSI show that transpolar arcs, which21

form in each event in at least one hemisphere, directly intersect the footprint of the Clus-22

ter spacecraft in all three events. The intersection of the Cluster footprint with the trans-23

polar arcs is synchronous with the observation of the energetic plasma populations in24

the lobe. This further supports the conclusion that it is likely this energetic plasma ob-25

served in the high latitude lobe regions of magnetosphere is on closed field lines.26
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1 Introduction27

The coupling between the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) and the magne-28

tosphere has been extensively studied over the last few decades, but there are still many29

unanswered questions with regards to how the magnetosphere responds to different IMF30

conditions, particularly when the IMF is northward. Under southward IMF, reconnec-31

tion occurs on the dayside and the cyclic process proposed by Dungey (1961) is widely32

accepted. However, under northward IMF, reconnection occurs at higher latitudes and33

the “traditional” convection process changes (Dungey, 1963; Russell, 1972; Cowley, 1981;34

Crooker, 1992; Cumnock et al., 1995; Fear, 2019). In particular, the configuration and35

composition of the magnetospheric lobes under northward IMF are not well understood36

and have yet to be extensively studied.37

The lobes are typically described as having cool and often low-density plasma pop-38

ulations; hence, hot plasma observations are unexpected in this region of the magneto-39

sphere (e.g Svenes et al. (2008)). Despite this, there have been a number of studies re-40

porting energetic plasma populations in the lobes during northward IMF conditions (Huang41

et al., 1987, 1989; Shi et al., 2013; Fear et al., 2014). This hot plasma has also been shown42

to coincide with observations of transpolar arcs (TPAs) (Huang et al., 1989; Fear et al.,43

2014; Mailyan et al., 2015), which are structures observed poleward of the main auro-44

ral oval, typically bisecting the polar region during periods of northward IMF. TPAs can45

last on timescales from minutes to hours (Kullen et al., 2002). Current research is still46

ongoing to answer the question of how these TPAs are formed (See review by Hosokawa47

et al. (2020)).48

There are two competing theories which describe mechanisms leading to “hot” plasma49

in the lobes (Milan et al., 2005; Shi et al., 2013), but further in situ studies are required50

to differentiate between them. Milan et al. (2005) proposed a mechanism for the forma-51

tion of TPAs which also explains the presence of energetic plasma at high latitudes. This52

mechanism can be summarised as being a result of the occurrence of tail reconnection53

that is observed under northward IMF conditions (Grocott et al., 2003, 2004). When tail54

reconnection occurs, cold lobe plasma can become trapped on newly closed magnetic field55

lines. The newly closed field lines contract and consequently heat the enclosed plasma.56

This process is known to form the plasma sheet population under southward IMF con-57

ditions, however, Milan et al. (2005) argue that under northward IMF conditions, the58

contraction and return flow (to the day side) of the closed field lines can be frustrated59

in the midnight sector. This causes a build up of closed magnetic flux to occur forming60

a “wedge” which emerges from the plasma sheet (Fear et al., 2015). This theory is sup-61

ported by statistical analysis of the formation of transpolar arcs (Fear & Milan, 2012),62

and has been used to explain a case study of uncharacteristically hot plasma in the lobe63

(Fear et al., 2014).64

A second possible mechanism is that “hot” plasma is seen in the lobe due to di-65

rect entry from the solar wind on open magnetic field lines as described by Shi et al. (2013)66

and subsequently reported by Mailyan et al. (2015) and Gou et al. (2016). This direct67

entry of solar wind plasma into the magnetosphere occurs during high-latitude recon-68

nection of open lobe field lines during Northward IMF. It should be noted that both mod-69

els are reliant on a Northward orientated IMF, so can not be differentiated using IMF70

distribution.71

A key testable difference between the Milan et al. (2005) and Shi et al. (2013) mech-72

anisms is based on the stretching/contraction of magnetic field lines, which is illustrated73

in Figure 1. In the Milan et al. (2005) mechanism, the hot plasma population is found74

on field lines that have been recently closed by magnetotail reconnection, and have there-75

fore contracted to some degree from their pre-reconnection stretched lobe configuration76

(Fig 1, left). On the other hand, since the Shi et al. (2013) mechanism is based on high77

latitude magnetopause reconnection, and the plasma signatures in question are observed78
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ZGSM

XGSM

Figure 1. This schematic represents the difference between the two proposed mechanisms

which explain how hot energetic plasma can be observed in the typically cool lobes of the mag-

netosphere. The left diagram represents the topology of the magnetotail during tail reconnection

during non-substorm intervals as described by Milan et al. (2005). The blue lines represent

lobe field lines which are open and will ultimately undergo tail reconnection far downtail. The

field lines that have reconnected, represented with red field lines, contract earthward to form a

“wedge” of closed flux about the noon-midnight meridian on the nightside. A similar schematic

was produced by Fear et al. (2015) (Figure 3) which details the expected configuration of the

magnetosphere once tail reconnection has occurred and a build up of flux is present at a discrete

local time in the lobe. In contrast, the diagram on the right represents the expected topology

when high-latitude reconnection occurs with the lobe during northward IMF, a direct result of

the mechanism proposed by Shi et al. (2013). The red field lines show high latitude reconnection.

They are then subsequently convected anti-sunward, as expected for typical northward IMF con-

ditions, stretching the open field lines as they are dragged anti-sunward (orange to yellow field

lines) with the propagating IMF and are progressively stretched.

significantly tailward of the cusp (e.g. at X=-8 RE in the example shown by Shi et al.79

(2013)), we would expect an initial contraction of the reconnected field line earthward;80

this would be followed by a progressive stretching of field lines as they convect around81

to the nightside due to reverse convection that occurs under northward IMF (Dungey,82

1963; Cowley, 1981; Crooker, 1992; Haaland et al., 2008). This means that in the Milan83

et al. (2005) mechanism, closed field lines are progressively more contracted at lower lat-84

itudes, and we would expect them to be associated with progressively hotter plasma pop-85

ulations as a result. Whereas in the Shi et al. (2013) mechanism, field lines which are86

at lower latitudes, closer to the plasma sheet should be more stretched than those which87

are at higher latitude, resulting in cooler plasma distributions at lower latitudes.88

Another distinction between the Milan et al. (2005) and Shi et al. (2013) mecha-89

nisms is that the plasma should bear similarities to the plasma sheet or solar wind re-90
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spectively. Shi et al. (2013) performed a statistical analysis and found that higher plasma91

densities in these lobe events corresponded to higher solar wind densities. On the other92

hand, Fear et al. (2014) investigated the energetic plasma seen by Cluster which showed93

uncharacteristically hot plasma in the lobe and concluded that this hot plasma was sim-94

ilar in distribution and temperature to the values commonly found in the (relatively cool)95

plasma sheet during northward IMF conditions (Walsh et al., 2013). Following on from96

this, Fear et al. (2014) studied electron pitch angle distributions, which showed evidence97

of a double loss cone. This finding, in conjunction with the similarity of the tempera-98

ture and density to that of the plasma sheet, supported the theory that the origin of the99

plasma observed in the lobe was not likely to be from direct solar wind entry (which re-100

quire an open topology), but can be explained well by tail reconnection and hence form101

due to the closure of magnetic field lines in the lobe. This conclusion was further sup-102

ported by the observation of a TPA which is prominent throughout the period of inter-103

est.104

Following on from the investigation undertaken by Fear et al. (2014), we provide105

further supporting observations from 15 September 2005 and investigate two other con-106

junctions for which the IMF is northward. We discuss the instrumentation used to probe107

the magnetosphere, provide quantitative analysis of plasma parameters and examine au-108

roral images from over the polar regions. We compare the results of the data analysis109

to current formation models of TPAs and determine that the hot plasma observed in the110

lobe is likely to have formed on closed field lines. In particular we conclude that the sim-111

ilarity of the observations of the plasma sheet with that of the lobe plasma populations112

are consistent with the mechanism proposed by Milan et al. (2005), and not with direct113

entry from the solar wind (Shi et al., 2013). In all three events we simultaneously ob-114

serve evidence of a transpolar arc formation. This paper thus supports both the proposed115

model of TPA formation, and that the presence of energetic plasma in the lobe is a re-116

sult of nightside tail reconnection. The latter process forms a wedge of trapped closed117

field lines surrounded by the typical open lobe field lines (Milan et al., 2005; Fear et al.,118

2015).119

2 Instrumentation120

We use multiple spacecraft missions to provide both image and particle data to probe121

different regions of the magnetosphere. Cluster, which was launched in 2000 (Escoubet122

et al., 2001, 2013, 2015) into a polar orbit, provides information on the ion and electron123

populations through instruments Cluster Ion Spectrometer (CIS) (Dandouras et al., 2010)124

and Plasma Electron And Current Experiment (PEACE) respectively (Fazakerley et al.,125

2010). The Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) is used to measure the local magnetic field126

(Balogh et al., 1997, 2001). These instruments are situated on four separate spacecraft127

which collectively make up the Cluster mission. The four spacecraft can be maneuvered128

to separate distances from tens to thousands of kilometers apart, depending on the re-129

gions of magnetospheric interest and mission phase (Escoubet et al., 2001, 2013, 2015).130

Double Star (Liu et al., 2005; Escoubet et al., 2005), was launched in December 2003 to131

observe the magnetosphere simultaneously to Cluster. In this paper we use data from132

the equatorial Double Star spacecraft (TC-1). Plasma data are provided by the PEACE133

instrument, which measures electron particle distributions in up to three dimensions (Fazakerley134

et al., 2005), and the Hot Ion Analyzer (HIA), which measures ion properties (Rème et135

al., 2005). The product of this instrument are analogous to those provided by the HIA136

sensor that constitutes part of Cluster’s CIS instrument.137

Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI), which was launched on138

the DMSP 5D-F16 spacecraft in 2003, is a scanning instrument that provides images of139

the aurora over the poles. Due to the fact that the DMSP spacecraft are in low Earth140

orbit, it can observe both the North and South Poles multiple times a day (Paxton et141

al., 1992). SSUSI provides us with low altitude, high resolution images of the aurora in142
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the polar regions. The Imager for Magnetopause to Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE)143

spacecraft housed a Far Ultraviolet (FUV) wide-band imaging camera (WIC) designed144

to observe the aurora at wavelengths between 140-190 nm (Mende et al., 2000). WIC145

had capabilities of resolving aurora down to scales of 2 degrees latitude. We use data from146

the WIC to provide global images of the southern hemisphere. (The northern hemisphere147

can also be observed but the spacecraft was not located in this region for any of the events148

discussed in this paper.) The OMNI dataset is used to provide 1-minute resolution mea-149

surements of the IMF propagated the nose of the bow-shock (King & Papitashvili, 2005).150

3 Observations151

In this section, we provide a recap of the observations reported by Fear et al. (2014),152

provide new observations of the plasma sheet at that time, and introduce two further153

events which will allow us to probe the mechanism predictions discussed above. Table154

1 shows the date on which each event occurred; we refer to the events by event number155

throughout the rest of this paper.156

Table 1. The date and time of each event.

Event Date Time interval

Event 1 2005-09-15 13:00-20:00 UT
Event 2 2005-09-30 15:00-21:00 UT
Event 3 2003-09-11 04:00-09:00 UT

3.1 Event 1157

On the 15 September 2005 between 13:00 UT and 20:00 UT, the Cluster spacecraft158

were located in the Southern Hemisphere lobe region. Figure 2 shows the locations of159

Cluster, IMAGE, TC-1 and DMSP-F16 spacecraft in GSM coordinates. From this fig-160

ure it can be seen that TC-1 is located at lower latitude than Cluster and hence provides161

us with simultaneous plasma sheet observations; IMAGE and SSUSI (on board DMSP-162

F16) provide high and low-altitude observations of the poles respectively.163

Figure 3 shows a summary of the key observations from Cluster 1 for Event 1, as164

reported by Fear et al. (2014). Panels a and b show the IMF Bz and By components,165

c and d are the electron and ion spectrograms, panels e and f show the measured tem-166

perature and density of the ions and panel g is the plasma beta. A little while after the167

northward turning of the IMF at 16:00 UT, the energy of the electron and ion popula-168

tions were centered at 103 eV and 104 eV respectively. Ion temperatures for this event169

also peaked between 40 and 60 MK. Fear et al. (2014) examined the electron pitch an-170

gle distribution (PAD), which is also plotted here in Figure 4. The top panel of this fig-171

ure shows a pitch angle spectrogram of the electrons over a period of 30 minutes from172

18:15 UT - 18:45 UT. For the majority of this event a bi-directional distribution was ob-173

served, peaking at 0◦ and 180◦. However, there were also periods when the pitch angle174

distribution peaked closer to 90◦, indicative of a loss cone and hence suggestive of the175

spacecraft being on closed field lines. An example is shown in the lower panel of Figure176

4, which shows an average of the pitch angle distribution taken over five spins at 18:36177

UT, which corresponds to the position at the red arrow in the top panel.178

During this interval, images in FUV from the IMAGE spacecraft were used to iden-179

tify a TPA which coincided with the measurements from Cluster as first reported by Fear180

et al. (2014). This correspondence was confirmed by the mapping of footprints (Tsyganenko,181

1996) of the spacecraft to the IMAGE data in which the TPA was visible. This provided182
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Figure 2. Orbit trajectories of the spacecraft used to investigate Event 1. The trajectories of

Cluster 1, IMAGE, TC-1 and DMSP-F16 can be seen in black, blue, red and green respectively.

The asterisk marks the spacecraft location at the end of the period of interest at 20:00 UT. The

average magnetopause position is modeled (Shue et al., 1998) and shown in grey.

evidence that the plasma observed in the particle data was the same plasma population183

responsible for the TPA. IMAGE FUV auroral observations can be seen in Figure 5. (Data184

provided by the Cluster Science Archive (CSA) and has been pre-processed onto a 40x40185

grid with 222 km spacing.) The key observations are as follows: initially an oval bright-186

ening was observed on the duskside between 16-23 MLT at 16:23 UT (top row of Fig-187

ure 5), which is just prior to the higher energy population being observed by Cluster (Fig-188

ure 3c). By 16:44 UT, a distinct TPA was observed, which appeared to span across the189

entire polar cap. At 17:07 UT the footprint of the Cluster spacecraft, traced to 120km190

altitude using the Tsyganenko 96 model (Tsyganenko, 1996), intersects with the arc, which191

moved dawnward towards to noon-midnight meridian. The arc then appeared to fade192

for a short period around 17:28 UT. We observe the TPA moving duskward between 17:28193

UT and 18:12 UT. By 18:33 UT there was a second intersection between the footprint194

and the TPA which corresponds to the next time at which Cluster observed “hot” plasma195

in the lobe regions. The TPA then remained underneath the footprint until 19:17 UT,196

at which point further dawnward motion occurs. The TPA was present in the IMAGE197

data until just after 20:00 UT. Fear et al. (2014) demonstrated that for the timestamps198

which show the direct intersection of the footprint and the TPA, energetic plasma was199

present at high latitudes in the lobe (as seen by Cluster).200

The comparison made by Fear et al. (2014) with the plasma sheet was purely based201

on a statistical picture of the plasma sheet for northward IMF conditions (Walsh et al.,202

2013). However, Figure 2 shows that TC-1 was situated in the plasma sheet (at [-10,0,5]203

GSM) at 13:00 UT. In Figure 6, we present simultaneous observations from the TC-1204

HIA, PEACE and FGM instruments. The figure shows the spectrograms for the elec-205

tron and ion energy distributions in panel a and b; panels c and d detail the ion tem-206

perature and density. The average magnetic field magnitude observed in the plasma sheet207

is shown in Figure 6e.208
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Figure 3. Magnetic and particle data from OMNI and Cluster 1 for Event 1. Panel a shows

the Bz component of the IMF taken from the OMNI data set. The blue shading marks when the

IMF was northward (Bz >0). Panel b shows the IMF By component, again from OMNI. The

next four panels all show data from Cluster 1. Panel c shows a spectrogram of the energy of the

electrons from the PEACE instrument and d, the differential energy flux of ions from the HIA

instrument. The final three panels, e, f and g, show the temperature, density and beta parameter

respectively. The spacecraft potential has been plotted over the electron spectrogram in white.
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Figure 4. The electron pitch angle and energy distribution observed by Cluster 1 for Event

1. The top panel shows the differential energy flux distribution of electrons with respect to pitch

angle as a function of time between 18:15 UT and 18:45 UT. The lower plot shows the energy

with respect to pitch angle for an average of 5 time stamps centered about 18:36 UT (indicated

by the red arrow).

At 17:00 UT TC-1 observed a cooling in the plasma population (Figure 6 a,b). The209

IMF had turned northward an hour prior to this (Figure 3a). If we compare the pop-210

ulation observed by TC-1 with that seen simultaneously by Cluster (Figure 3 c,d), we211

see that the electron and ion energies observed in the Cluster 1 are comparable to those212

observed in the plasma sheet by TC-1 (averaging around 103 eV and 104 eV respectively).213

This similarity between the lobe and plasma sheet can also be seen in ion temperatures214

which peak at 40-60 MK. (We note that the high energy tail of the ion population ob-215

served by TC-1 before 17:30 UT (Figure 6b) was above the upper range of the instru-216

mental operating mode, and hence not observed. Therefore, the ion temperatures in panel217

c prior to 17:30 UT are actually an underestimate of the true ion temperature, and so218

the apparent rise in temperature in Figure 6c is an artefact of this curtailment. In fact,219

as can be seen in the spectrograms, the plasma population was cooler after 17:30 UT than220

before.) The densities recorded by TC-1 show values which fluctuate about approximately221

0.5 cm−3, though again the density before 17:00 UT may be an underestimate due to222

the high energy truncation of the energy distribution. This is comparable to the mag-223

nitude of the densities measured by Cluster 1 shown in Figure 3f. Therefore we can con-224

clude that the plasma characteristics observed by Cluster were similar to those observed225

in the plasma sheet at this time (and not simply with the statistical properties of the226

plasma sheet as noted by Fear et al. (2014)).227
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Figure 5. IMAGE FUV WIC observations of the Southern Hemisphere for Event 1, plotted

in AACGM (Altitude Adjusted Corrected Geomagnetic) magnetic latitude and magnetic local

time. We have adopted the convention of plotting noon MLT at the top, and dusk at the left

hence these southern hemisphere observations are shown as if viewed through the planet from

the north. The panels shown correspond to the period that Cluster was in the lobe, including the

period during which it observed the “hot” plasma. We present the data in intervals of 20 minutes

starting with the time stamp 14:58 UT. The black circle represents the footprint position from

Cluster 1 mapped to 120 km in altitude using the T96 model, also plotted in AACGM coordi-

nates. Between 17:07 UT and 19:17 UT the footprint can be seen to intersect with the TPA as it

moves across the polar cap.

3.2 Event 2228

On 30 September 2005, the configuration of Cluster and TC-1 was similar to Event229

1, in that Cluster was positioned in the lobe region whilst TC-1 was situated within the230

plasma sheet. However, whilst IMAGE was again in the Southern Hemisphere, Cluster231

1 was now positioned in the Northern Hemisphere as can be seen in Figure 7.232

During Event 2, Cluster 1 observed similar plasma characteristics to those in Event233

1 (as shown in Figure 8). The IMF turned northward just before 15:00 UT (not shown)234

and continued to be northward until 19:30 UT. Over this period it can be seen that in235

the electron spectrogram (Figure 8c), there was a low background energy population with236

low differential energy flux (DEF) measurements. This was situated just above the space-237

craft potential and hence corresponded to a natural plasma population rather than pho-238

toelectrons. This background population was almost entirely at energies below 1 keV.239

At 18:00 UT Cluster 1 observed an increase to the electron DEF which situated240

just above 102 eV. At this time, an ion population appeared at higher energies (>1 keV).241

Prior to this there was no detection of ions within the instrument’s energy range. Af-242

ter 18:00 UT there were intermittent increases in the DEF in both the electron and ion243

data; there was a constant, more prolonged population between 18:45 UT and 20:00 UT244

which turned intermittent again until fading just after 21:00 UT (not shown). Shortly245

–10–
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Figure 6. TC-1 particle and magnetic field data for Event 1. Panel a shows the electron

differential energy flux spectrogram measured from PEACE instrument and similarly the ion

differential energy flux is shown in panel b, measured using HIA. Panels c and d show the ion

temperature and density respectively, also using HIA. These measurements are extracted from

the on-board moments. Panel e shows the local magnetic field as measured by FGM on the TC-1

spacecraft.
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Figure 7. Orbit trajectories for Event 2 in the same format as Figure 2.

after the IMF turned southward, just before 20:00 UT, the ion temperature increases to246

a peak of 25 MK.247

TC-1 observations of Event 2 are shown in Figure 9. As in the previous event, the248

plasma sheet was cooling at this time. The energy of the population at 15:00 UT was249

centered at about 103 eV, but by 19:00 UT it had decreased by an order of magnitude250

to 102 eV, comparable to the energies of electrons seen by Cluster 1. This decrease in251

energy was also seen in the ion spectrometer. The energies of the ions observed by Clus-252

ter 1 and TC-1 were also comparable in magnitude. A corresponding decrease was ob-253

served in the plasma sheet temperature, from 40 MK at 15:00 to 10 MK after 17:00 UT.254

This compared well with the temperature observations by Cluster 1 (after 18:00 UT) which255

fluctuated between 20 MK and 10 MK (Figure 8e). The plasma sheet density remained256

fairly constant throughout the period of observation, rarely reaching over 0.5 cm−3.257

Figure 10 shows the PAD of the electrons from Cluster 1 over the period of 19:00258

- 19:30 UT (top), as well as taking an average of 5 spins at 19:06 UT (bottom), indicated259

in the top panel by a red arrow. This was a time when there was clear evidence of par-260

allel dominating electrons. This was evident throughout the event and can also be seen261

clearly at 19:10 UT and later at ∼19:23 UT. Throughout the event we observe peaks in262

the DEF of electrons at 0◦ and 180◦, which is evidence of bidirectionality. We note a sim-263

ilarity to the population observed for the majority of the interval for Event 1 (shown in264

Figure 4)). There are also times, such as 19:18 UT, when the distribution is best described265

as isotropic. Unlike in the first event, we observe no clear evidence for a double loss cone.266

Global-scale observations of the aurora are available for this interval from both IM-267

AGE and the SSUSI instrument onboard DMSP-F16. The DMSP spacecraft are in low268

Earth orbit, which allows us to observe both the Northern and Southern auroral regions,269

once every 100 minutes (with Northern and Southern observations from a given orbit be-270

ing about 50 minutes apart). The SSUSI observations from the Northern Hemisphere271

(i.e. the same hemisphere as the Cluster observations) are shown in Figure 11; the top272

and bottom rows show the same three images, but the bottom row has been overplot-273

–12–
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Figure 8. Magnetic and Particle data from OMNI and the Cluster 1 spacecraft for Event 2, in

the same format as Figure 3.
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Figure 9. TC-1 particle and magnetic field data for Event 2, in the same format as Figure 6.
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ted with the footprints of the four Cluster spacecraft. The images show the TPA has formed274

by 16:06 UT but at this time does not coincide with any of the Cluster spacecraft foot-275

prints (indicated by a corresponding colored circle depending on the spacecraft number).276

By 17:47 UT, we see that a larger structure spanned from the dusk-midnight sector to-277

wards noon across the pole, just before it coincides with the footprint of the Cluster space-278

craft. This is the time at which we begin to observe “hot” plasma in the lobe (18:00 UT)279

with Cluster 1, as seen in the ion and electron spectrograms in Figure 8. We then see280

a clear intersection between the footprint and the TPA at 19:28 UT in Figure 11, cor-281

responding to the highest measured ion and electron DEF and energy values observed282

for this event (Figure 8c,d). The arc appeared to move dawnward but then reversed back283

duskward between 19:28-21:09 UT (not shown). The position of the TPA at 21:09 UT284

no longer coincides with Cluster 1.285

Figure 10. The electron pitch angle and energy distribution observed by Cluster 1 for Event

2, in the same format as Figure 4. The lower plot shows the energy with respect to pitch angle

for an average of five time stamps centered about 19:06 UT (indicated by the red arrow).

SSUSI also shows evidence for a TPA in the Southern Hemisphere, but this is seen286

more clearly in the observations provided by the IMAGE spacecraft. Figure 12 shows287

the photon flux of consecutive FUV (between 140-160 nm) images from the IMAGE WIC).288

The first indication of an arc in the IMAGE data occurred at 16:22 UT in which a in-289

crease in photon flux at midnight in the auroral oval can be observed. Pre-arc bright-290
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enings were also prominent in the mechanism proposed by Milan et al. (2005); they like-291

wise occurred shortly before the appearance of TPAs. At 17:35 UT we see a polar cap292

arc forming on the dawnside which subsequently connects across to midnight. This struc-293

ture then appeared to dissipate at 18:07 UT, as also seen by SSUSI in the South (not294

shown). A second oval brightening at 17:35 UT can be seen around ∼ 01MLT. An sec-295

ond TPA forms at this position and spans into the polar cap, visible at 18:51 UT; at this296

time the footprint of the Cluster spacecraft also first appears to intersect the TPA. This297

arc then grew to higher latitudes but appeared to stay at this local time for the dura-298

tion of the observation. After 19:51 UT, there are no IMAGE observations but we can299

confirm by comparison with SSUSI data that the arc was still present in both the North-300

ern and Southern Hemispheres until at least 21:09 UT and 21:57 UT respectively (not301

shown). We observed a clear TPA spanning the entire polar cap with IMAGE in the South302

and SSUSI in the North, and note that the TPAs were on opposing sides of the noon-303

midnight meridian.304

Figure 11. SSUSI FUV auroral observations from the Northern Hemisphere. The panels

show the images taken from 16:06 UT to 19:28 UT for Event 2. The data is plotted in AACGM

coordinates (magnetic latitude, MLT). The top three images are repeated in the bottom row

but overplotted with the footprints of Cluster 1, 2, 3 and 4. This has been traced using the T96

model (Tsyganenko, 1996) to an altitude of 120km and are represented by black, red, green and

blue circles respectively.

3.2.1 Cluster 2,3 and 4305

So far, all the particle data for each case study has been taken from the Cluster306

1 spacecraft. For Event 1, the difference between the data recorded from each of the four307

spacecraft was minimal due to the fact that all four spacecraft were within close prox-308

imity (<1RE). For Event 2, the separation between the spacecraft was large (∼5 RE)309

in the XGSM direction throughout Event 2, as shown in Figure 13. Cluster 1 and 2 were310
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Figure 12. IMAGE FUV WIC instrument data, observed the southern hemisphere for Event

2, in the same format as Figure 5. The southern hemisphere footprints of all four Cluster space-

craft are shown. Cluster 1, 2, 3 and 4 are represented by black, red, green and blue circles respec-

tively.

situated close to each other, as were Cluster 3 and 4, but the two pairs were separated311

by about 5 RE in the XGSM direction. By looking at the particle data for each Clus-312

ter spacecraft separately, we gain added spatial information. We utilise the separation313

in the Cluster spacecraft to observe the structure of the energetic plasma found in the314

lobe for Event 2.315

Electron spectrograms for all four spacecraft are plotted in Figure 14. From these316

spectrograms, it appears that energetic plasma is first observed by Cluster 4 (just after317

17:00 UT), and soon followed by Cluster 3. The population had relatively high differ-318

ential energy flux and the maximum energy measured for this population was ∼ 103 eV.319

This population was observed for ∼ 30 minutes. A similar population was then observed320

by Cluster 2, but we note that the onset of this population occurred just after the plasma321

population disappeared in Cluster 3 and 4, at around 18:00 UT. This population had322

a broadly constant energy for the duration of the interval, peaking at 103eV. The plasma323

that was observed by Cluster 2 was present for just over two hours, the longest contin-324

ual observation out of all four spacecraft, and tailed off just after 20:00 UT. The pop-325

ulation was observed last by Cluster 1, predominantly between 18:45 UT and 19:45 UT.326

This plasma had comparable energies and DEF values to that observed by all other space-327

craft, but was somewhat short lived with respect to Cluster 2 observations.328

We can interpret our multi-spacecraft in situ observations with the aid of the au-329

roral images that were discussed above (Figures 11 and 12). We first consider the au-330

roral observations from IMAGE (Figure 12), given their higher cadence (though we note331

that these are observations from the opposite hemisphere from Cluster). The first arc332

discussed above formed on the dawnside at ∼ 03 MLT at 16:22 UT. This continued to333

form into a TPA which spanned from midnight to noon and appeared to stay on the dawn-334

side of the polar cap. This arc does not intersect any of the Cluster spacecraft and hence335

we do not observe any corresponding particle distributions in Figure 14 before 17:00 UT.336
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At 17:35 UT we observe an auroral brightening at ∼01 MLT (as discussed above). The337

configuration of the spacecraft at this time led to a notable separation in their footprints,338

with Cluster 2 being the most dawnward (nearing 02 MLT). Cluster 1 can be seen to have339

the same latitude as Cluster 2 but was closer to midnight MLT than Cluster 2. Clus-340

ter 3 and 4 were relatively close to each other and can not be distinguished clearly in this341

plot. They are located at a higher latitude (75◦lat) and have the same local time as Clus-342

ter 1. None of the spacecraft intersect with the oval as the spacecraft are located at lat-343

itudes higher than 70◦ which appears to mark the poleward boundary of the oval at this344

time. By 18:21 UT a second TPA formed from the brightening at 01 MLT and it began345

to protrude into the polar cap. Cluster 2 appears to be located at the same local time346

and latitude as the TPA at 18:51 UT. This is the first intersection of the TPA by any347

of the Cluster spacecraft that was visible in IMAGE data. By 19:05 UT, Cluster 1, 3 and348

4 map directly on top of the auroral brightening. From the IMAGE data it is not clear349

where the initial briefly-observed population observed in Cluster 3 and 4, between 17:00 UT350

and 18:00 UT, originates.351

We examine SSUSI data, which despite the lower cadence, offers high spatial res-352

olution and is in the same hemisphere as Cluster. The lower panels in Figure 11 show353

the position of the Cluster spacecraft at three consecutive time intervals. As in the South-354

ern Hemisphere, at 16:06 UT there is no intersection of the spacecraft and hence no plasma355

observations. By 17:47 UT, we see the positions of all the spacecraft have moved equa-356

torward towards the oval and the TPA discussed above is on the duskside (opposite to357

that seen in IMAGE, as predicted to occur in the mechanism by Milan et al. (2005)).358

Here the SSUSI observations are consistent with the IMAGE data (Figure 12) in that359

the Cluster 2 spacecraft intersects the arc first. However, if the footprints are removed360

(top row), it can be seen that there is a smaller, secondary arc, which lies directly un-361

der the Cluster 3 and 4 spacecraft footprint at 23 MLT (indicated by an arrow in Fig-362

ure 11), not captured by IMAGE. This can explain the observations of a short plasma363

population which ends just before 18:00 UT, and is only observed by Cluster 3 and 4 (Fig-364

ure 14). The Cluster 1 footprint appears to be at the same local time as Cluster 3 and365

4, hence initially it might be questioned why there was not a more prominent plasma366

population observed in the particle data. From closer inspection, it can be seen that Clus-367

ter 1 maps more equatorward than Cluster 3 and 4 hence does not directly pass through368

the smaller, secondary arc (which has an east-west component to its alignment). By 19:28 UT369

the secondary arc appears to have either merged with the larger TPA, seen at 23 MLT,370

or disappeared. At this time all four spacecraft coincide with the TPA seen by SSUSI,371

which corresponds to the most energetic plasma populations measured by all the Clus-372

ter spacecraft in Figure 14. The fact we observe corresponding intersection times between373

the TPA and footprints, with the Cluster particle data, further supports the link between374

plasma observations which are observed at high latitudes in the lobe and the formation375

of global transpolar arcs. These observations are also consistent with previous plasma376

characteristics seen in Event 1. These observations confirm our interpretation of this event377

which show there is a direct link between the TPA formation in the Northern and South-378

ern Hemispheres and the uncharacteristically hot and dense plasma observed in the lobe.379

3.3 Event 3380

The final event we will study comes from the 11 September 2003 between 04:00-381

09:00 UT, when uncharacteristically “hot” plasma was observed in the lobes, similar to382

Event 1 and 2. Here we observe that Cluster is again in the distant lobe regions but is383

positioned further downtail than the previous two events, as shown in black in Figure384

15. No plasma sheet observations were available for this event as it occurred before the385

launch of Double Star. DMSP-F16 was also not in orbit at the time of this event but IM-386

AGE provided Southern Hemisphere observations of the aurora; the trajectory of IM-387

AGE can be seen in blue in Figure 15.388
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Figure 13. The positions of all four Cluster spacecraft for Event 2. The positions have been

plotted at 18:00 UT, half way through the interval of interest for this event, in GSM coordinates

in the X,Y (left) and X,Z (right) planes. The four spacecraft, Cluster 1, Cluster 2, Cluster 3 and

Cluster 4 are represented by black, red, green and blue respectively.

Figure 16 presents the data from Cluster 1. We can see from Figure 16a that the389

IMF turned northward just prior to 4:30 UT. There was a brief southward turning at390

5:10 UT, for approximately 10 minutes, but the IMF stayed continuously northward af-391

ter this time until 9:00 UT. We note that during this interval there was a sharp change392

in the By component from positive to negative at 05:30 UT. The energy of the electrons393

was initially of the order 104 eV but steadily declined to below 103 eV. Similar energies394

were observed in the ion spectrogram but they were an order of magnitude higher, as395

observed for all the previous events (Figure 16d). This decline is clearly seen in the tem-396

perature of the ions (Figure 16e). There were small fluctuations of density over this time397

but no significant overall increase or decrease was observed (Figure 16f).398

The electron PAD, seen in Figure 17, shows bi-directional properties similar to that399

seen in Events 1 and 2. There were periods which showed a more isotropic electron dis-400

tribution, visible at 04:45 UT, just before 05:00 UT, just after 05:00 UT and again at401

06:25 UT, but there was no evidence for a double loss cone at these times.402

The Southern Hemisphere aurora was observed by IMAGE at this time, although403

the quality of the images was poorer (due to dayside contamination). We observe in Fig-404

ure 18 that there is evidence for a TPA at 05:05 UT underneath the Cluster 1 footprint405

(shown as a hollow circle to allow the corresponding auroral emission to be seen). The406

observations becomes clearer as the IMAGE spacecraft moves to higher altitude in its407

orbit, meaning the field of view over the polar region is increased. The arc forms in the408

Southern Hemisphere, and can be seen aligned along the noon-midnight meridian. The409

TPA increases in brightness from 05:05 UT until 07:52 UT. Throughout this period the410

Cluster 1 footprint lies directly on top of the arc and we see a coincident high-energy plasma411

population in the PEACE and HIA spectrograms measured by the Cluster 1 spacecraft412

(Figure 16c & d). The TPA then appears to move duskward and hence is no longer po-413

sitioned under the Cluster 1 footprint from about 08:00 UT. This coincides with the dis-414

appearance of the hot plasma population observed by Cluster 1 at this time (Figure 16),415
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Figure 14. Electron particle data from Cluster 1, 2, 3 and 4 for Event 2. The energy spectro-

grams for each of the spacecraft, Cluster 1, Cluster 2, Cluster 3, Cluster 4 can be seen in panel 1,

2, 3, and 4 respectively. The C1 panel shows the same data as previously seen in Figure 8c.

though IMAGE observed the TPA (duskward of Cluster 1) until just after 9:00 UT. There416

is no IMAGE data after this time due to the equatorward motion of the spacecraft or-417

bit, hence reducing the field of view of the pole. A short southward turning of the IMF418

occurred at 9:15 UT and then the IMF was persistently southward after 11:00 UT (not419

shown), at which point we would expect the TPA to have faded.420

3.4 Observational Summary421

We have presented three events when uncharacteristically “hot” plasma has been422

observed in the lobes of the magnetosphere. The three events showed different energy423

characteristics. For Event 1, we observed the most energetic plasma (103 eV for electrons424

and 104 eV for ions). In Event 2, we observed energies that were an order of magnitude425

lower for both ions and electrons, of which the plasma energies also remained constant426

with time. In the last case study, Event 3, the energy of the plasma in the lobe decreased427

over time from nearly 104 eV to under 103 eV for electrons, and from above 104 eV to428

just over 103 eV for ions.429
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Figure 15. Orbit trajectories of the spacecraft used to investigate Event 3. The trajectory of

Cluster 1 and IMAGE can be seen in black and blue respectively. The asterisk marks the end of

the orbit at 09:00 UT, with the same format as Figure 2.

In Events 1 and 2 we compared the characteristics of the “hot” plasma observed430

by Cluster, with those found in the plasma sheet by TC-1. For both of these events, the431

energy of plasma was comparable to that of the plasma sheet. For Event 3, for which432

we had no comparable plasma sheet values, we observed similar orders of magnitude to433

the other events indicating this too was likely consistent with the plasma sheet.434

We observed evidence of TPAs or polar cap arcs in all three case studies. For Event435

2 we observed clear conjugate TPAs which spanned the entire polar cap (observed by436

IMAGE in the southern hemisphere and SSUSI in the north). For Events 1 and 3 we had437

clear observations of an arc the same hemisphere as that of the Cluster observations. For438

each event, there were multiple intersections between the TPA and the Cluster 1 foot-439

print, the times of which all corresponded to the presence of plasma observed by Clus-440

ter 1 in the lobe.441

4 Discussion442

We have presented additional observations from the event reported by Fear et al.443

(2014) as well as discussing two other cases where Cluster saw plasma populations sig-444

nificantly hotter (and denser) than the typical expected values in the lobe regions of the445

magnetosphere. The observations all showed a turning of the IMF to northward, shortly446

followed by a presence of “hot” plasma. In each event, we observed a plasma population447

in the lobe, that was similar to the observations of the relatively cool plasma sheet. We448

observed differences in the peak energies that were measured for each event, with the first449

event being the most energetic. Event 2 saw cooler temperatures over the entire period450

compared to those measured for Event 1. The overall energies observed by Cluster and451

TC-1 for Event 2 were an order of magnitude less than those observed in Event 1, but452

we note that in both cases the energy and temperature of the plasma populations ob-453

served by Cluster matched the equivalent parameters in the plasma sheet (observed by454
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Figure 16. Magnetic and Particle data from OMNI and the Cluster 1 spacecraft for Event 3,

in the same format as Figure 3.
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Figure 17. The electron pitch angle distribution, measured by PEACE on-board Cluster 1 for

Event 3.

Figure 18. IMAGE FUV WIC observations of the Southern Hemisphere during Event 3.

This figure has the same format as Figure 5. The panels shown each correspond to the field of

view that IMAGE had of the pole, each separated by ∼15 minute interval between 05:05 UT,

when the southern pole just came into the view of IMAGE and 09:00 UT when the polar cap was

no longer in view. The black hollow circle represents the Cluster 1 mapped footprint at 120km

altitude in AACGM coordinates.

TC-1), indicating that the temperature difference on these two days was a global response455

to a different history of geomagnetic driving conditions.456

Both Events 1 and 2 saw a gradual cooling of the plasma sheet which occurred af-457

ter the IMF turned northward; this can be seen in Figures 6 a,b and 9 a,b at 17:00 UT458

and 19:00 UT respectively. The cooling of the plasma sheet is superficially suggestive459

of Cold Dense Plasma Sheet (CDPS) conditions (Taylor et al., 2008); however, the plasma460

sheet temperatures seen in Event 1 did not reach temperatures of less than 1 keV, nor461
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densities above 1 cm−3 which are typically used to define CDPS (Øieroset et al., 2005;462

Fuselier et al., 2015). The plasma sheet in Event 2 had an average temperature of 10 MK463

at a time when we observed conjugate plasma with Cluster in the lobe. This is just be-464

low the temperature threshold for CDPS conditions, but the plasma density did not ex-465

ceed 1 cm−3 at any stage so we conclude it is also not consistent with typical CDPS ob-466

servations. We therefore do not interpret the cooling of the plasma sheet observed by467

Double Star in Events 1 and 2 as the formation of CDPS, but instead we view it sim-468

ply as the transition from the hotter state that is typical of southward IMF conditions469

to a cooler state that is typical of northward IMF (Petrukovich et al., 2003; Fujimoto470

et al., 2005; Walsh et al., 2013) presumably as a result of the reduced convection (Burch471

et al., 1985; Reiff & Burch, 1985; Heelis et al., 1986) and geomagnetic activity that arises472

under northward IMF conditions (Hoffman et al., 1988).473

We discuss the consistency of the plasma energies in the three events with the Milan474

et al. (2005) mechanism with reference to the schematic shown in Figure 19, which is based475

on Figure 1 (left) but includes representative spacecraft trajectories for the three events.476

For Events 1 and 2, the energy of the plasma population remained constant throughout477

each period of interest. We interpret the uniformity of the energy of the plasma observed478

by Cluster to be due to the spacecraft moving largely along the magnetic field and hence479

observing plasma on the same flux tubes throughout. This is evidenced by the fact that480

there is little variation in the footprint during these times. This can be seen by exam-481

ining the mapped footprints for Event 1 (Figure 5) and Event 2 (Figure 12).482

For Event 3, we do not have contemporaneous observations of the plasma sheet.483

The peak energies, observed by Cluster 1, are similar to those observed in Event 1 as we484

saw peaks in DEF of electrons and ions at energies of 103 eV and 104 eV respectively.485

The lowest temperatures observed in this event, towards the end of the interval of in-486

terest, were more comparable with Event 2. This indicates that the energies were con-487

sistent with previously observed plasma sheet measurements and fall within the expected488

range of typical plasma sheet values for northward IMF despite not having a direct com-489

parison. The plasma distribution observed by Cluster differed from Events 1 and 2 in490

that Cluster observed a decline in energy (and therefore temperature) of plasma situ-491

ated in the lobe (Figure 16). Since Cluster is moving through the plasma structure, we492

interpret this cooling as a spatial effect and attribute it to spacecraft motion whereby493

the spacecraft moves onto field lines that contain cooler plasma. This is consistent with494

Figure 18, which shows Cluster 1 moving 10 degrees poleward between the first and last495

panels, indicating that there is a significant component of motion of the spacecraft per-496

pendicular to the magnetic field. This indicates that the spacecraft crosses closed field497

lines in the lobe, moving from field lines which map to low latitudes, to field lines which498

map to high latitudes within the wedge of closed flux. The poleward motion coupled with499

a decrease in energy of the plasma population over the duration of the event is consis-500

tent with Milan et al. (2005), in that the spacecraft would be observing plasma on less501

contracted field lines, and therefore less heated, as time progressed.502

We represent this scenario with the trajectory that ends in a star in Figure 19. This503

result conflicts with the mechanism presented by Shi et al. (2013). In that mechanism,504

the convecting open lobe field lines would be stretched as the IMF drags them around505

to the nightside. As as result, we would expect observations of plasma that map further506

towards the nightside of the ionosphere, where the IMF has significantly stretched them,507

to be cooler (Figure 1). Instead we observe a cooling plasma population as the space-508

craft moves onto higher latitude field lines away from the plasma sheet.509

The three events exhibit similar characteristics in their electron PADs, although510

perpendicular electron pitch angle distributions only dominate in Event 1 (Figure 4). This511

is indicative of a double loss cone which arises on closed field lines (Fear et al., 2014).512

However, even for Event 1, the plasma distribution was bi-directional for the majority513

of the time. This is consistent with plasma population observed at the outer plasma sheet514
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Event 1
Event 2

Event 3

Figure 19. Schematic of the closed field lines which represent the “wedge” that forms as a

result of tail reconnection due to northward IMF conditions with a non zero By component as

described by Milan et al. (2005). The trajectory of Cluster during each event is represented by a

red dashed line. The marker denotes the end of the trajectory of the spacecraft. Blue field lines

represent the field lines which are open and have not yet undergone tail reconnection (as shown

in Figure 1 (left)). The black field lines represent closed field lines and on the nightside show the

expected “wedge” of closed flux which forms at a discrete local time in the tail, as a result of a

tail reconnection during northward IMF (Milan et al., 2005).

which have not yet isotropised. These conditions are typically observed during north-515

ward IMF in the inner plasma sheet, where the plasma beta parameter is typically greater516

than one (Walsh et al., 2013).517

For Event 2, we observed no evidence for a double loss cone but the PAD contained518

both bi-directional electrons and periods when the distribution was more isotropic, sug-519

gesting a possible transition between bi-directionality and a double loss cone as reported520

by Walsh et al. (2011, 2013) and Fear et al. (2014). We suggest that the difference seen521

in the PAD between Event 1 and 2 can be explained by the difference in time since tail522

reconnection occurred and the relative location of the spacecraft. The plasma in Event523

2 is interpreted as being on newer closed lobe field lines, meaning that the plasma dis-524

tribution has not yet had time to isotropise at the location of the spacecraft (Walsh et525

al., 2013). This is comparable to the process of forming the plasma sheet, in which bidi-526

rectional plasma is observed in the plasma sheet boundary layer (corresponding to the527

most recently closed field lines), and then transitions to an isotropised population which528

rapidly develops a double loss cone (e.g Walsh et al. (2013)).529

The PAD for Event 3 was mostly bidirectional. There were times when we observed530

an isotropic distribution but they were brief. This is consistent with the statistical pat-531

tern seen by Walsh et al. (2013), when transitioning from the outer plasma sheet bound-532

ary region to the inner plasma sheet regions. Here we conclude that we were, relatively533

speaking, further out in the extended plasma sheet structure than the previous two events.534

Lastly, we confirm that a TPA was present for all events in at least one hemisphere.535

For all events, the times at which we observed the footprint overlap the TPA in the IM-536
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AGE and/or SSUSI data directly correspond to the times at which we observe the en-537

ergetic plasma in the lobe. This is evidence to show that there is a direct link between538

the plasma observed in the lobes and the TPAs predicted to form on closed field lines539

in the polar cap.540

Event 1 has clear characteristics (such as observation of a double loss cone) which541

suggest that the plasma is on closed field lines (Fear et al., 2014). Further evidence from542

Event 2, in which conjugate arcs were observed in both the the northern hemisphere by543

SSUSI (Figure 11) and the southern hemisphere by IMAGE (Figure 12), are consistent544

with the Milan et al. (2005) theory which states that the northern and southern hemi-545

spheres are magnetically mapped about the noon-midnight meridian due to a twist of546

field lines in the tail (caused by a non zero BY component). This is further evidence to547

support that the plasma observed by Cluster is on a closed field lines. The similarities548

between the three events reported in this study suggests that the presence of the unchar-549

acteristically “hot” plasma observed on field lines at high latitude lobe regions is likely550

caused by the same mechanism proposed by Milan et al. (2005), and further supports551

the conclusions of Fear et al. (2014).552

5 Conclusion553

In conclusion, all three events presented herein exhibited evidence of “hot” plasma554

in the lobes. We observed comparable energies from direct observations of the plasma555

sheet in Events 1 and 2 and although there were no simultaneous plasma sheet obser-556

vations available for Event 3, the energies of the plasma populations were consistent with557

the other two cases. All events analyzed in this study coincided with observations of trans-558

polar arcs either in the Northern and/or Southern hemispheres simultaneously. In Event559

1 a double loss cone was observed at discrete intervals as detailed by Fear et al. (2014);560

this was embedded with a period of bi-directional pitch angle distributions, which were561

observed for the majority of the event. Similarly, bi-directional distributions were ob-562

served for Events 2 and 3, with evidence of isotropisation that is reported to occur over-563

time under northward IMF conditions in the plasma sheet as described by Walsh et al.564

(2013). The motion of the Cluster spacecraft for Events 1 and 2, as taken from the mapped565

footprints, can be interpreted as being mainly parallel to the magnetic field. This was566

not the case for Event 3 in which the spacecraft had a poleward component of motion,567

moving onto higher latitude field lines. The decrease in energy seen when the Cluster568

spacecraft moved to field lines that map further poleward gives additional evidence to569

support that the changes in energy of the plasma are a result of plasma being observed570

at different latitudes of closed field lines in the lobe. In all three events, the uncharac-571

teristically energetic plasma observed in the lobes is consistent with the Milan et al. (2005)572

model, for which a wedge of closed flux in the otherwise open lobe regions results from573

tail reconnection under northward IMF conditions.574
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